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Codes Of Karate

1.  A persons heart is the same as heaven and earth

2.  The blood circulating is similar to the moon and sun

3.  The manner of drinking and spitting is either hard or 

soft

4.  A persons unbalance is the same as weight

5.  The body should be able to change direction at any time

6.  The time to strike is when the opportunity presents itself

7.  The eye must see all sides

8.  The ear must listen in all directions

(Isshinryu Kenpo Gokui, written by Master Shimabuku)



The Student Creed

1.
I intend to develop myself in a positive manner    

and avoid anything that would reduce my mental 
growth or physical health.

2.
I intend to develop self-discipline in order to 

bring out the best in myself and others.

3.
I intend to use what I learn in class constructively 
and defensively; to help myself and my fellow man 

and never to be abusive or offensive.
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The Karate Creed
I come to you with only karate - Empty Hands.
I have no weapons, but should i be forced to 

defend myself, my honor or my principles; should it 
be a matter of life or death, or right or wrong, 

then here are my weapons... my Empty Hands.
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Dragon Codes
(4 & 5 year olds class)
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History of Isshinryu
Born in 1908, Tatsuo Shimabuku began training for Karate at the age 
of eight. His first instructor was his uncle, who taught Shuri-te 
Karate. Each day, Shimabuku would walk to Shuri and perform 
certain chores in exchange for his karate training.
 
Later, Shimabuku studied Kobayashi-Ryu under Master Kyan Chot-
oku and was one of Kyan’s leading disciples. He also studied 
Goju-Ryu under Master Miyagi Chojun and became very adept at 
Goju-Ryu. Returning to Kobayashi-Ryu, Shimabuku studied under 
Master Motobu Choki, who at this time was a legend on the island 
of Okinawa.   During the late 1950's and early 1960's Master Shima-
buku began to study the art of the Bo and Sai under the Okinawan 
kobudo master Shinken Taira.
 
In the mid 1930’s Tatsuo Shimabuku won great recognition for his 
kata at a large martial arts festival and developed an outstanding 
reputation throughout the island of Okinawa for his karate. 

 At the beginning of World War II, Shimabuku was a karate instruc-
tor and owned a small manufacturing plant. The plant was 
destroyed in the early part of the war. In order to avoid being 
forced into military service by the Japanese, Shimabuku sought 
refuge in the hillsides where he worked as a farmer until he was 
discovered by some Japanese soldiers. They agreed to keep his hiding 
place a secret if he would teach them karate. Shimabuku agreed. 
After the war, Shimabuku continued to farm and practiced karate 
in private for his own spiritual and physical benefit.
 
Master Shimabuku was recognized as a leading practitioner of 
Shorin-Ryu and Goju-Ryu. He included the best elements from each 
into a new system which he called Isshinryu. This style means 
“one-heart or one-mind” style. The official birth date of Isshinryu is 
January 15, 1956. Isshinryu epitomizes the powerful, lighting-fast 
techniques that, in ancient times enabled the weaponless Oki-
nawans to defeat the sword-wielding Samurai warriors of Japan.

In developing Isshinryu, Master Shimabuku utilized the sage orien-
tal philosophy of the “hard” and the “soft”, which emphasizes 
strength through speed and accuracy. Muscles are relaxed until 
the point of contact. He used a vertical punch with the thumb 
placed on top of the fist. This style of punch could be easily forced, 
produced increasing speed, was easily retracted and avoided posi-
tions in which the elbow could be broken. The placement of the 
thumb on top of the fist strengthened the wrist as well.
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History of Isshinryu
(continued)

   For Isshinryu, Shimabuku used what he felt were the best kata 
from Shorin-Ryu and Goju-Ryu. These kata are common to most 
styles of Okinawan Karate. Each contains elements that are neces-
sary to develop a well-polished karate-ka. These kata were modified 
by Shimabuku to fit the mold that he designed for Isshinryu. The 
only kata that Master Shimabuku created himself is Sunsu, mean-
ing “strong man”, the Master’s nickname. Sunsu embodies tech-
niques from the other Isshinryu kata and is the most difficult to 
perform with strength and speed. 
   On May 30, 1975, Grandmaster Shimabuku died, yet his dream 
continues to live. Thousands of men, women and children keep his 
dream alive by studying Isshinryu the world over.
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History of Karate
  Karate translated means "empty hand".  It is a term describing the 
Oriental art of weaponless self-defense.  Karate was founded on the 
principle of a mind-and-body unity.  A Karate program includes 
precise, sustained mental and physical conditioning to develop 
keen reflexes, excellent coordination and simultaneous command 
of the mind and body.

  Karate is more than physical training.  Its main objective is the 
perfection of oneself.  The art of Karate combines strength, grace 
and beauty to give students self-confidence and to develop their 
integrity and serenity.  Literally, Karate-Do, or Karate as it was 
taught in the ancient Orient, means "a way of life".  Practicing 
Karate-Do, the student will study, train and discipline himself to 
find life's "true" meaning.  The training and discipline are difficult, 
yet rewarding.

  Karate's origin has been obscured by myths and legends.  However, 
near the time Karate was developing, it is known that many scoun-
drels would rob and kill travelers, not caring if the travelers 
were beggars or monks.  Monks were not considered clergymen, 
nor were they allowed to carry weapons.  In the monasteries, the 
monks were taught various forms of self-defense along with their 
Buddhist religion.

  One legend has it that a monk named Bodhidharma (Daruma 
Taishi, to the Japanese - 500 A.D.) studied Buddhism in India before 
emigrating to China.  He taught the Chinese people Buddhism at the 
temple of Shorin-Ji.  Bodhidharma found it very difficult to teach 
the Indian form of Buddhism to the Chinese, so he taught Zen 
Buddhism which he thought was easier to understand.  Still find-
ing difficulties in getting his students to comprehend, Bodhidhar-
ma added physical  training to his teachings to keep his student's 
minds from wandering.  This included many self-defense tech-
niques which later became the basis for a style of Karate known as 
Chinese Kempo, or Shorin-Ji Kempo.

  The defensive art taught at the temple of Shorin-Ji was the finest 
in China for many years.  There are many stories of the Karate-ka 
that were produced there.  Shorin-Ji Kempo eventually found its 
way to Okinawa and became an important factor in the develop-
ment of Okinawan Karate.
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History of Karate
(continued)

  Legend tells of a shipwrecked Chinese sailor named Chinto who 
hid in an Okinawan cave and stole his food at night.  The villagers 
complained, and Matsumura, the best Samurai, was sent to capture 
the sailor.  When confronted, Chinto successfully blocked or 
eluded each of Matsumura's offensive techniques and then he ran 
away.  Matsumura eventually found him hiding in a cemetery and 
befriended him.   Chinto taught Matsumura his "form".  This form 
was thought to be from Shorin-Ji Kempo and many feel that this is 
how Shorin-Ji Kempo was brought to Okinawa.

  For approximately 400 years, Japan controlled the island of Okina-
wa with an iron fist.  They confiscated everything that even resem-
bled a weapon and blacksmiths were forbidden to manufacture any 
edged weapons.  Karate, however, was taught in secret for hun-
dreds of years, hidden and underground.  Through the centuries, 
Japanese invaders were discovered dead.  Rumors spread about the 
way they died, but nothing was documented.  Few facts were known 
about Karate in the outside world, except for the number of Japa-
nese invaders who fell victim to its practitioners.

  Karate remained underground on Okinawa until 1901 when a 
Master named Itosu opened the first Karate school on the island.  
Gichin Funakoshi was trained at this school and in 1916 took 
Karate to Japan in a series of demonstrations.  These demonstra-
tions were so successful that Funakoshi remained in Japan and 
established a style known as Shotokan.  The Japanese systematized 
and established sport Karate (Karate-Sho) which has spread rapidly 
throughout the western world since the end of World War II.
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Mizu Gami
The Isshinryu Patch

• mizu gami, the female water goddess is half woman and half sea 

serpent.

• mizu gami is sitting calmly in troubled waters, representing the 

quietness that a karate-ka should display in the midst of trouble.

• mizu gami’s left hand is held in a sign of peace; Her right hand is 

clenched in a fist, representing strength if evil persists.

• The dragon ascending in the dark toward the four stars in heaven 

represents a sign of good luck in oriental legend.  Perhaps this 

portion of the design meant that Isshinryu would prosper and grow 

as a major style of karate.

• Master Shimabuku’s first name, Tatsuo, means “Dragon Boy” 

• The gray background and stars represent quiet nights, signifying 

that karate is only to be used in self defense

•The kanji on the patch translated in English is: Isshinryu Karate-Do

• The four stars on the patch represent the four masters: Master 

Kyan, Master Motobu, Master Miyagi and Master Shimabuku.

•  The sea serpent half is hidden in the water just as a karate-ka 

should hide their fierce side; but is there if needed.

• The yellow ring around the patch represents the ring of fire.

•The patch as a whole should remind us to stay calm in times of 

danger.

     The isshinryu patch represents 
a vision that Master Shimabuku 
had while creating Isshinryu.  

Master Shimabuku felt that this 
vision depicted the “mold” from 

which he wanted to fashion 
Isshinryu.  The patch symbolizes 

many aspects of Isshinryu.  Below 
is an explanation of each.
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Karate Formalities
 Bows are traditional oriental ways of displaying 
respect with humility.  

 Formal bows (zarei-rei), are executed by kneeling 
with hands made into fists, knuckles resting on 
the floor and feet crossed.  Formal bows are used 
at the beginning and end of formal classes and to 
pay respect to visiting black belts.

 Informal bows (tachi-rei), are executed by standing 
with heels together, feet pointed out on a 45 
degree angle and bowing from the waist.
Tachi-rei’s are often used to begin and end an 
informal class and before and after each of the 
following :
  • Addressing a Sensei
  • Entering or leaving the dojo
  • Katas
  • Kumite

 When in the dojo, all students should treat 
higher ranking students and black belts with the 
respect attributed to their rank.

 Should you wish to question or talk to an 
instructor while on the floor, approach and 
stand silently until asked to speak.  Execute a 
tachi-rei (informal bow), and then present your 
question.  When the Sensei has completed their 
explanation, execute another tachi-rei before walk-
ing away.
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Punches
1.  Straight punch to solar plexus
 ୰ẁ㏣✺ࡁ • Chudan Oi Tsuki
2.  Uppercut to base of the nose
 ୖẁ㏣✺ࡁ • Jodan Oi Tsuki
3.  Reverse punch to solar plexus
 ୰ẁ㏫✺ࡁ • Chudan Gyaku Tsuki
4.  Reverse uppercut to chin
 ୖẁ㏫✺ࡁ • Jodan Gyaku Tsuki
5.  Upper area block, Reverse punch to solar plexus
 ୖẁཷࡅ୰ẁ✺ࡁ • Jodan Uke, Chudan Tsuki
6.  Middle area block, Reverse punch to solar plexus
 ୰ẁཷࡅ୰ẁ✺ࡁ • Chudan Uke, Chudan Tsuki
7.  Lower area block, Reverse punch to solar plexus
 ୗẁᡶ࠸୰ẁ✺ࡁ • Gedan Barai, Chudan Tsuki
8.  Upper area openhand block, uppercut to base of nose
 ୖẁᡭยᡶୖ࠸ẁ✺ࡁ • Jodan Tegatana Barai, Jodan Tsuki
9.  Middle area openhand block, openhand strike to solar plexus
  ୰ẁᡭยᡶ࠸୰ẁ㈏ࡁ • Chudan Tegatana Barai, Chudan Nuki
10.  Back fist to bridge of nose, punch to solar plexus
  ᡴࡕ୰ẁ✺ࡁ • Ura Uchi, Chudan Tsuki
11.  Upper area block, 5 punches to solar plexus
  ୖẁཷࡅ㐃⥆✺ࡁ • Jodan Uke, Renzoku Tsuki
12.  Middle area block, 5 punches to solar plexus
  ୰ẁཷࡅ㐃⥆✺ࡁ • Chudan Uke, Renzoku Tsuki
13.  Lower area block, 5 punches to solar plexus
  ୗẁᡶ࠸㐃⥆✺ࡁ • Gedan Barai, Renzoku Tsuki
14.  Open hand strike to middle area, open hand strike to side                 
       of neck 
  ᡭยࡢ࠸᪉ • Shuto No Tsukai Kata  “Methods of the Shuto”

15.  Deflection followed by two punches
  ᡴࡕ�• O Uchi
16.  Reverse Elbow Strike
”᪉ • Hiji No Tsukai Kata  “Methods of the Elbow࠸ࡢ⫝  
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Kicks
1.  Front kick to pelvis area
  ๓㋾�•  Mae Geri

2.  Cross kick to knee
  ഃ᰿ᙜ࡚�•  Soba Ne Ate

3.  Forward angle kick to knee
  ᶓഃ㋾�•   Yoko Soba Geri

4.  Side kick with ball of foot
  ഃ㋾�•  Soba Geri

5.  Side kick with blade of foot
  ᶓ㋾�•  Yoko Geri

6.  Toe Kick
  ๓ࡩ㋾�•  Mae Fumi Geri

7.  Knee Strike
  ⭸㋾�•  Hiza Geri

8.  Front thrust kick with heel
  ๓᰿ᙜ࡚�•  Mae Ne Ate

9.  Squat kick with ball of foot
  ⴠࡋ㋾�•  O Toshi Geri
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Kata

Seisan
From Shorinryu, emphasizes a straight forward stance, the mae 

geri and rapid techniques.

Seiunchin
From Gojuryu, emphasizes a strong stance (shiko dachi) and 

stresses reinforced punches and blocks.

Naihanchi
From Shorinryu, designed for fighting against a wall, it incorpo-

rates lateral movements.

Wansu
From Shorinryu, called the “Dumping Form” because of the throw 

contained in the Kata.

Chinto
From Shorinryu, derives its name from Master Chinto.  A Kata 
that emphasizes pivots and angles, chinto is one of the most 

difficult Kata to perform while keeping good balance.

Kusanku
From Shorinryu, it was named after Master Kou Shan Kouh.  It is a 

Kata which is designed for fighting in the dark.

Sunsu
This is the only hands Kata Master Shimabuku developed on his 

own.  It is the most difficult to perform and contains techniques 
that Master Shimabuku felt were the best.

Sanchin
From Gojuryu, it is a Kata that emphasizes strong technique and 

breath control. Sanchin means “Three Battles” (Mind, Body & 
Spirit)
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NotesKobudo

Tokumine No Kun 
Urashi No Kun
ShiShi No Kun

Kyan No Sai 
Kusanku No Sai 

Chatan Yara No Sai

Hama Higa No Tonfa

Tokushin No Nunti Bo 
Tokushin No Eku 

Tokushin No Sanstsukon 
Tokushin No Yari 

Tokushin No Nunti Sai 
Tokushin No Tekko 
Tokushin No Tichu 
Tokushin No Tinbe 

Moha Gama 
Tokumine No Kun 

Chatan Yara No Sai 
Hama Higa No Tonfa 
Tokushin No Gusan 

Tokushin No Taiko Bachi 
Tokushin No Bo

Tokushinryu Kobudo

Tonfa

Sai

Bo
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Self Defense

Front Choke

Wrist Grab

Lapel Grab

Full Nelson

Hook Punch

Two Handed Choke from Behind

One Armed Choke

Bear Hug (arms inside)

Bear Hug (arms outside)

Head Lock

Jab

Straight Knife Stab

Overhead Club

Upward Knife Stab
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Karate Questions
1. What style of karate do you study?
 -Isshinryu
2. What does Isshinryu mean?
 -One Heart Method/Way
3. Who made up Isshinryu?
 -Master Tatsuo Shimabuku
4. When was Master Shimabuku born?
 -September 19, 1908
5. When did Master Shimabuku create Isshinryu?
 -January 15, 1956
6. When did Master Shimabuku die?
 -May 30, 1975
7. What does Karate mean?
 -Empty Hand
8. What country does Isshinryu come from?
 -Okinawa
9. Why do we punch with our thumbs on top of the fist?
 -To make the wrist stronger
10. Why do we bend our knees in stances?
 -For better balance and to protect the knees
11. Why do we do a semicircle step?
 -To feel the ground and protect the pelvis
12. Why do we punch vertical rather than horizontal?
 -Fits in the solar plexus/Faster/Harder to jam/Protects the elbow
13. What is a karate school called?
 -Dojo
14. What Is a karate uniform called?
 -Gi
15. What is a belt called?
 -Obi
16. What two styles of karate make up Isshinryu?
 -Shorin-Ryu & Goju-Ryu
17. Where is a persons center of balance?
 -Two inches below the belly button
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Fun Facts

Master Miyagi Chojun

Master Kyan Chotoku

Master Motobu Choki

Master Shinken Taira

Master Shimabuku Tatsuo Master Harold Mitchum

Master Tokumura Kensho

Sensei Cindy Ingram Sensei John Ingram
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Fun Facts
People to remember

Master Harold Mitchum 
 was born in South Carolina on December 17, 1933.  On March 23rd 
of 1958, he enrolled in karate at the Agena Dojo with Master 
Shimabuku.  During his 20 years of duty in the marines, Master 
Mitchum spent more time directly under Master Shimabuku than 
any other American. 7! years in total. He ran a 2nd dojo for 
Master Shimabuku on Okinawa and was appointed president of the 
Okinawan American Karate Association by Master Shimabuku. He is 
one of the 4 pioneers who brought Isshinryu to the United States 
and the first American to be promoted to 8th dan.  Master 
Mitchum, a 10th Dan, was Sensei John and Cindy Ingram's sensei 
and served as director of the UIKA (which he created in 1975 after Master 
Shimabuku’s death). He served as director until his death on June 11, 
2016. The position was then given to John Ingram, his senior stu-
dent.

Bodhidharma
 Studied Buddhism in India, Then he went to china to teach Bud-
dhism there. The Chinese had a difficult time learning Buddhism 
because it was so hard, so, Bodhidharma taught Zen Buddhism 
because it was an easier form of Buddhism.  The Chinese still had a 
hard time keeping their mids from wandering so he added exercis-
es to help them concentrate. Buddhists were priests and were not 
allowed to carry any weapons, they needed a way of defending 
themselves, so Bodhidharma added self defense training to their 
studies. The temple where this all took place eventually became 
known as the Temple of Shorinji which taught Shorinji Kempo.

Anko Itosu
 In 1901, he opened the first karate school on Okinawa.

Gichin Funakoshi
 Trained under Master Itosu. In 1922, he went to Japan to do karate 
demonstrations. The demonstrations were so successful that he 
stayed there and developed Shotokan, which is the largest style 
of martial arts in japan. He brought 16 kata from Okinawa.  He 
believed a student should stay on each kata for 3 years, for it 
would take a student a lifetime to master 16 kata.

Kyan Chotoku
 One of Master Shimabuku’s instructors. He taught Shorin-Ryu and 
was a student of Matsumura Sokon. One thing Kyan is remembered 
for is helping to stop the hoodlums that were robbing people on 
the road between Shuri and Naha. Kyan was also known for the 
jump front kick. Chinto and Kusanku kata were his favorites. 
Master Kyan died in 1945 from malnutrition as a result of the war.
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Fun Facts
People to remember  ....continued

Motobu Choki
 One of Master Shimabuku’s instructors. He taught Shorin-Ryu. 
One of Master Motobu’s popular feats was that he volunteered to 
fight a Russian boxing champ in the ring.  He knocked out the 
champion with a technique that was so fast the people weren't 
even sure what it was. They say the Russian later died.  Master 
Motobu died in 1944.

Miyagi Chojun 
 One of Master Shimabuku’s instructors. He taught Goju-Ryu. 
Master Miyagi was a strong, stocky man. One thing he was remem-
bered for is: There was a big judo demonstration in Okinawa and 
all of the people there were amazed at the endurance and length 
of the demonstration. Master Miyagi said that a good karate man 
could last for hours, and proved it by doing an even longer 
demonstration which included jumping up and kicking the ceil-
ing, leaving foot prints on the it.  Amongst the other amazing 
feats, he would drive his hand into the middle of a pile of bamboo 
shoots, pulling out the center one and peel the bark off of trees 
with his bare fingers. Master Miyagi died in 1953.

Chinto
 A sailor from china who was shipwrecked on Okinawa. During the 
day, he would hide and then at night would steal food from the 
villagers. When the villagers complained of this, a skilled samurai 
was sent to find Chinto, and kill him. When the samurai found 
Chinto, he could not defeat him because Chinto used angles and 
pivots (techniques he was proficient at) to defend himself then 
would run away. The samurai later found Chinto in hiding, but 
the samurai befriended him, asking Chinto to teach him his fight-
ing techniques. These angles and pivots can be found in the kata, 
Chinto.

Master Tokumura Kensho
 Tokumura Sensei began his Isshinryu training in April of 1957 at 
the Agena, Okinawa dojo under Master Shimabuku. As a school boy, 
Master Tokumura would see Master Shimabuku training Kobudo 
with Taira Shinken. To further his own Kobudo, Master Tokumura 
went on to train under Akamine Eisuke Sensei, the successor to 
Taira Shinken on Okinawa. With 50 years of martial arts experience, 
Master Tokumura has developed his own style of Okinawa Kobudo 
called Tokushinryu.  Created for Tokushinryu were kata for some 
of the more obscure weapons on Okinawa such as the nunti bo, 
tekko or tichu all of which emphasize powerful techniques.  
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Fun Facts
People to remember  ....continued

Kaneshi Eiko
 Master Shimabuku’s senior Okinawan student and right hand 
man. Born on October 13th 1914, he began training with Master 
Shimabuku in 1947.  When Master Shimabuku made the change to 
Isshinryu, Kaneshi would continue to practice Shorin-Ryu and 
never switched to Isshinryu.

Kinjo Chinsaku
 One of Master Shimabuku’s senior Okinawan students.  According 
to Kaneshi, Chinsaku, who was much younger, only a teenager, was 
already training when he began studying with Master Shimabuku. 
Chinsaku never taught Isshinryu. Like Kaneshi, he continued his 
training only in Shorin-Ryu.  Master Mitchum had said that Kinjo 
was Master Shimabuku’s best student and asked for permission to 
train with him.  Permission was granted, so Master Mitchum 
trained with Kinjo in Shorin-Ryu at his home dojo in addition to 
his Isshinryu training with Master Shimabuku.

Eizo Shimabuku
 Younger brother to Master Shimabuku.  Eizo trained under 
Master Shimabuku but decided to stay with Shorin-Ryu when 
Isshinryu was formed.
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Fun Facts
Other fun facts to know

The three major cities in Okinawa are Shuri, Tomari and 
Naha.  

In Okinawa, karate was originally called, Okinawa-Te.

The three major styles of karate on Okinawa were Shu-
ri-te, Naha-te and Tomari-te. Which were named after 

the cities where they were practiced.

Okinawa-te became known as Karate.
Shuri-te and Tomari-Te became known as Shorin-ryu

Naha-te became known as Goju-Ryu & Uechi-Ryu

The following martial arts are studied in the following countries:
Karate - Okinawa

Tae Kwon Do- Korea
KungFu - China

Judo - Japan
Jui Jitsu - Japan
Aikido - Japan

Hapkido - Korea
Savate - France
Kempo - China

Okinawans were short people and were farmers and 
fishermen, because of their work, they had great upper 
body strength. Okinawan styles can be thought of as a 
reflection of the Okinawan stature because it uses 50% 
punches as well as 50% kicks.  This differs from the Chi-
nese and Korean styles which are a lot more kicks. One 

reason for this is the fact that Chinese and Korean 
people are taller and live in more mountainous terrain.
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Study Material
-Name the four American pioneers who are credited with bringing 
Isshinryu to the United States.
-Which of the four pioneers was the first to train with Master 
Shimabuku?
-Which of the four pioneers trained the longest with Master Shima-
buku? How long?
-In which city was Master Shimabuku's first dojo? (It was behind his 
house.)
-What city was the first official Isshinryu dojo opened on Okinawa?
-When was the United Isshinryu Karate Association (UIKA) founded?
-What year was a roof put on Master Shimabuku's dojo?
-What is Master Shimabuku's brothers name?
-What is the name of Master Shimabuku's #1 Okinawan student?
-What is the name of Master Shimabuku's #1 American student?
-What are the names of Master Shimabuku's kobudo instructors?
-What is Master Shimabuku's birth name?
-What is his chosen name and what does it mean?
-Name 4 styles of Okinawan karate.
-List the codes of karate.
-Who opened the very first dojo on Okinawa? What year? Who was a 
famous student of his?
-How much weight do we place on each foot in a Neko Dachi?
-Who is Bodidharma?
-What is bunkai and why is it important?
-What does Sanchin mean?

 Legend has it that one of Master Shimabuku's instructors was asked 
to help defend the town from a gang and used a chicken as part of 
his plan to accomplish this.  Who was it?

 Legend tells of a great Okinawan who was said to be such a warrior 
that he could fight in all 8 directions, earning him a special nick-
name because of this amazing fighting skill.  Who was is, and what 
symbol is a tribute to his legend?
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Karate Terminology
Part of the fun of learning karate is learning about a new language. The

following terms are introduced gradually as you progress through different
training levels.

Counting
ichi - one
ni - two

san - three
shi (yon) - four

go - five
roku - six

shichi (nana) - seven
hachi - eight

ku - nine
ju - ten

General Vocabulary
jodan - upper area

chudan - middle area
gedan - lower area

hajime - begin
yame - stop

kime - focus
rei - bow

yoi - ready
hidari - left
migi - right

ushiro - back
tanden (dantien) - a point in the lower abdomen

karate - empty hand
karateka - one who practices karate: karate student

goju - hard soft
ryu  -style

shomen - front wall of dojo
shugo - judges called (referee)
seiza - seated kneeling position

mokuso - meditation
shomen ni rei - bow to front wall

sensei ni rei - bow to sensei
do - way

sensei - teacher (one who leads the way)
sempai - senior student

dai - great
gi - karate uniform

dojo - training hall: school: (way place)
kiotsuke - attention

kyu - ranks below black belt
dan - black belt ranks

ippon - one (strike, point, etc.)
waza - technique

onegai shimasu - please teach me
domo arigato - thank you very much

kiai - spirit yell
kumite - fighting
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seiken - proper fist
ashi - foot
te - hand

bunkai - application
goshin jutsu - self defense techniques

kamae - on guard
tori - attacker

uke - blocker/defender
mae - forward

yoko - side
tate - upward (direction)

hojo undo - supplementary training
junbi undo - preliminary exercises (warm-up)

makiwara - punching board (literally a type of straw)
kotekitae - exercises performed against a partner

Stances
dachi - stance

heisoku dachi - closed foot stance (feet together)
musubi dachi - formal attention stance (heels together, feet at an angle)

heiko dachi - parallel stance (feet shoulder width apart)
hachiji dachi - natural stance (feet shoulder width, slightly pointed out.)

shiko dachi - sumo stance
kiba dachi - horse stance

sanchin dachi - three battles stance
zenkutsu dachi - forward stance

han zenkutsu dachi - half forward stance
neko ashi dachi - cat stance

Hand Techniques
tsuki - punch

seiken tsuki - two knuckle punch
age tsuki - rising uppercut punch

kage tsuki - hook punch
heiko tsuki - parallel punch

uchi - strike
soku tsuki - undercut
uraken uchi - backfist

shuto uchi - sword hand strike
yoko shuto uchi - side sword hand strike

age hiji ate - rising elbow strike
heito uchi - ridge hand strike
hiji uchi (empi) - elbow strike

tettsui uchi - bottom fist strike
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nukite tsuki - finger thrust
shotei tsuki - palm heel thrust

mawashi tsuki - round hook punch
tate tsuki - vertical fist punch

oi tsuki - lunge punch
gyaku tsuki - reverse punch
nihon tsuki - double punch
sanbon tsuki - triple punch
sun tsuki - one inch punch
jun tsuki - leading punch

morote tsuki - two fisted punch
tsukami hiki - grab pull

ashi dori - leg takedown
nage waza - throwing technique

Foot Techniques
mae geri (keage) - front snap kick

mae geri (kekomi) - front thrust kick
kensetsu geri - side kick to knee joint

hiza geri - knee kick
nidan geri - double front snap kick (rear leg first)
ren geri - double front snap kick (front leg first)

ashi barai - foot sweep
tobi geri - jumping kick

kakato otoshi - heel stomp
mae fumikomi geri - front stomp kick
kosa fumikomi geri - cross stomp kick

Blocking Techniques
uke - block

jodan uke - rising block
chudan uke - inside circular block

kosa uke - cross block
kake uke - hook block

gedan uke - downward block
hiki uke - grasping block

shuto uke - sword hand block
shotei uke - palm heel block

ko uke - wrist block
hiji uke - elbow block
hiza uke - knee block

mawashi uke - round house block
soto uke - inside forearm block

morote uke - double handed block
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Practice Fighting
kumite - sparring

sandan gi - three steps/levels drill from geikisai kata
sanbon kumite - 3 step sparring (3 jodan, 3 chudan, 3 gedan)

ippon kumite - one point sparring where one blocks an attack, then 
counters

sandan - kumite 3 step, 3 level sparring (1 jodan, 1 chudan, 1 gedan)
sanbon tsuki kumite - 3 step sparring blocking with 1 hand against a 

triple punch
kihon - ippon kumite basic one step sparring

jiyu ippon kumite - one step free sparring from stance
randori - slow and soft free style with emphasis on technique

jiyu kumite - hard and fast controlled free style sparring

Parts of the Foot
josokutei - ball of the foot
sokuto - edge of the foot

kakato - heel
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